Persistent neural activity has been described in cortical, hippocampal, and motor networks as 15 mediating short-term working memory of transiently encountered stimuli 1-4 . Internal emotion states 16 such as fear also exhibit persistence following exposure to an inciting stimulus 5,6 , but such 17 persistence is typically attributed to circulating stress hormones 7-9 ; whether persistent neural activity 18 also plays a role has not been established. SF1 + /Nr5a1 + neurons in the dorsomedial and central 19 subdivision of the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMHdm/c) are necessary for innate and learned 20 defensive responses to predators 10-13 . Optogenetic activation of VMHdm SF1 neurons elicits defensive 21 behaviors that can outlast stimulation 11,14 , suggesting it induces a persistent internal state of fear or 22 anxiety. Here we show that VMHdm SF1 neurons exhibit persistent activity lasting tens of seconds, in 23 response to naturalistic threatening stimuli. This persistent activity was correlated with, and 24 required for, persistent thigmotaxic (anxiety-like) behavior in an open-field assay. Microendoscopic 25 imaging of VMHdm SF1 neurons revealed that persistence reflects dynamic temporal changes in 26 population activity, rather than simply synchronous, slow decay of simultaneously activated 27 neurons. Unexpectedly, distinct but overlapping VMHdm SF1 subpopulations were persistently 28 activated by different classes of threatening stimuli. Computational modeling suggested that 29 recurrent neural networks (RNNs) incorporating slow excitation and a modest degree of 30 neurochemical or spatial bias can account for persistent activity that maintains stimulus identity, 31 without invoking genetically determined "labeled lines" 15 . Our results provide causal evidence that 32 persistent neural activity, in addition to well-established neuroendocrine mechanisms, can 33 contribute to the ability of emotion states to outlast their inciting stimuli, and suggest a mechanism 34 3 that could prevent over-generalization of defensive responses without the need to evolve hardwired 35 circuits specific for each type of threat. (267 words) 36 Main Text 37
Extended Data
). VMHdm SF1 neurons also responded to rat urine alone (Extended Data Fig. 2 ), 48 consistent with earlier studies 19, 20 . 49 To investigate whether VMHdm SF1 neurons were also active during persistent defensive 50 behaviors, we devised a novel rat exposure assay in an open arena. Following a ten-minute period of 8 performance of our models by creating a pair of "data similarity scores" quantifying model similarity to 143 data in terms of time-evolving dynamics and stimulus specificity (Fig 4i-k) . 144 Persistent defensive states are typically attributed to neuroendocrine mechanisms, such as 145 activation of the HPA axis [7] [8] [9] . Here we provide the first evidence that persistent neural activity can 146 contribute causally to such persistent internal states. VMHdm SF1 activity may also activate longer-147 lasting neuroendocrine processes, as stimulation of VMHdm SF1 neurons elevates serum cortisol 148 levels 11 . However unlike circulating hormones, persistent activity in VMHdm SF1 neurons is stimulus-149 specific, and may thereby prevent over-generalization of defensive responses. The observed persistent 150 activity can be modeled best by recurrent excitatory networks incorporating fast feedback inhibition 151 and slow peptidergic transmission 43 . VMHdm SF1 neurons are exclusively glutamatergic, densely 152 interconnected 44 , and express several neuropeptides as well as neuropeptide receptors 45 , properties 153 consistent with optimal model features. While our data do not exclude a role for interconnected 154 structures 10, 46 in establishing persistent activity in VMHdm, they demonstrate that hypothalamic 155 neuronal population dynamics contribute to the persistence of emotional behaviors. . c, GCaMP6s expression in VMHdmSF1 neurons. d, Activity of SF1+ neurons in freely moving mice exposed to a live or toy rat for 10 seconds (gray shading). (n = 4 mice; mean ± SEM). e, Peak activity from (d) (n = 4 mice; mean ± SEM). f, Responses of VMHdmSF1 neurons in head-xed mice to rat, mouse, or toy rat (n=8 mice; mean ± SEM). g, Peak activity from (f ) (n = 8 mice; mean ± SEM). h, i, Decay constants (h) or time to half-peak (i) of activity in freely moving ("home cage") or head xed mice (mean ± SEM; home cage n = 4; head-xed n = 8). j, Home cage rat exposure assay. k, Percent time in zone 1 during 3-minute rat presentation (PS; n=7 control mice; n=7 iC++ mice; mean ± SEM). l, Tracking of mouse in open eld rat exposure assay, blue line marks "edge zone". m, Fraction of time spent in edge zone. Colored horizontal bars denote PS periods (n = 12 control mice, n = 6 iC++ mice with PS during+after rat; n = 6 iC++ mice with PS after rat only. * p < 0.05; ** p< 0.01, repeated measures ANOVA test. Data are mean ± SEM.) n, Mean time in edge zone, times de ned in Methods. o, Expression of anxiety behaviors (see Methods) before vs after rat exposure. (mean ± SEM). VNO -vomeronasal organ, AOB -accessory olfactory bulb, MeApv -posterioventral medial amygdala, BNSTif -interfascicular part of bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, VMHdm -dorosmedial ventromedial hypothalamus, AHN -anterior hypothalamic nucleus, PMd -dorsal premammillary nucleus, PAG -periaqueductal gray, Thal -thalamus, LA -lateral amygdala, BS -brain stem, BLA -basolateral amygdala, CEA -central amygdala. view in an imaged mouse. c, Mean population response of imaged neurons to each stimulus (n = 2 trials/mouse from 5 mice, mean ± SEM). d, Fit decay constants of population response to rat and mouse (n=5 mice, mean ± SEM). e, Rat-and mouse-responsive neuron responses (from n=5 mice, mean over 2 trials). f, Example cells responding to rat in one imaged mouse on two repeated trials. g, Example cells responding to mouse on two repeated trials (same mouse as (f )). h, Example spatial map of cells responsive to rat, mouse, or both (white). i, Histogram of cell tuning preference for rat vs. mouse. Cells at ± 1 respond exclusively to rat or mouse, respectively; cells at 0 ("both") respond equally to both stimuli (n = 219 cells from 5 mice across 3 days of imaging). j, Scatterplot comparing cell responses at 2 vs 20 seconds after rat introduction, in one example mouse. k, Peak time for rat-responsive cells (n = 202 rat-responsive cells from 5 mice across 3 days of imaging). l, Peak time for mouse-responsive cells (n = 160 mouse-responsive cells from 5 mice across 3 days of imaging). m, Fraction of cells with peak after time T. n, Half-peak time for rat-responsive cells (n same as k). o, Half-peak time for mouse-responsive cells (n same as l). p, Fraction of cells with half-peak later than time, legend as in (m). Animals. All experimental procedures involving the use of live animals or their tissues were performed in 2 accordance with the NIH guidelines and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 3
(IACUC) and the Institutional Biosafety Committee at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech). SF1-4
Cre mice were obtained from Dr. Brad Lowell 1 and maintained as heterozygotes in the Caltech animal 5 facility as described previously; the SF1-Cre line is also available from the Jackson Laboratory (Stock No: 6 012462). An account of the specificity of SF1-Cre expression within VMH and characterization of neurons 7 labeled by Cre-expression can be found in 2 . Male mice, heterozygotes or their wild-type littermates aged 8 between 8 to 20 weeks were used in this study. All mice were housed in ventilated micro-isolator cages 9
in a temperature-and humidity-controlled environment under a reversed 12 hour dark-light cycle, and 10
had free access to food and water. Mouse cages were changed weekly on a fixed day on which 11
experiments were not performed. Long-Evans rats (for use as predators) were obtained from Charles 12
River at 2-3 months of age, and raised to 5-10 months in the Caltech animal facilities. 13 Surgery. Mice 8-20 weeks old were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane and mounted in a stereotaxic 17 apparatus (Kopf Instruments). 1% -1.5% isoflurane was used to maintain the anesthesia throughout the 18 surgery procedure. An incision was made to exposure the skull and small craniotomies were made dorsal 19
to each injection site with a stereotaxic mounted drill. Virus suspension (~600 nl) was injected to the 20
VMHdm/c (ML +/-0.5, AP -4.65, DV -5.6) at a rate of 60 nl/minute using a pulled glass capillary (~40 µm  21 inner diameter at tip) mounted in a nanoliter injector (Nanoliter 2000, World Precision Instruments) 22 controlled by a four channel micro controller (Micro4, World Precision Instruments). Capillaries were kept 23 in place for 10 minutes following injections to allow the adequate diffusion of virus solution and to reduce 24 the virus backflow during capillary withdraw. 25
For fiber photometry, a custom-made unilateral fiber cannula (400 µm in core diameter, 0.48 NA, Doric 26 Lenses) was implanted after virus injection (ML +/-0.4, AP -4.65, DV -5.4). Metabond (Parkell) and dental 27 cement (Bosworth) were applied to secure the implanted ferrule and cover the exposed skull. For 28 optogenetics, a custom-made bilateral fiber cannula aimed 500 µm above each injection site (200 µm in  29 core diameter, 0.37 NA, Doric Lenses) was implanted and held in place with Metabond and dental cement. 30
Surgery for microendoscopic imaging was performed as previously described 3 . Briefly, we first performed 31 a series of titration experiments of the original viral stock, to determine the virus concentration at which 32 the brightest cytoplasmic but non-nuclear GCaMP6s expression could be observed in slices of fixed brain 33 tissue of the injected mice 4 weeks after injection. The optimal viral dilution was then used to inject mice 34 for in vivo imaging as described above. was determined based on the live visualization of (anesthetized) neural activity as the lens was inserted. 38 Metabond was used to stabilize the lens, and Kwik-Sil sealant (World Precision Instruments) was used to 39 cover the lens surface. After another 2-3 weeks, mice were anesthetized for placement of a 40 microendoscope baseplate (cat# 1050-002192, Inscopix) and a baseplate cover (catalogue #1050-002193, 41
Inscopix) was used to protect the lens when not in use. Five out of twenty implanted animals were 42 selected for in vivo imaging studies based on clarity of cytoplasmic GCaMP6s expression. 43
Stimuli Presentation. Stimuli were presented either in the mouse's home cage or in a head-fixation set 44 up. In the home cage, a hand-held anesthetized rat weighing 400-600 g was brought in close proximity to 45 the mouse. A stuffed toy rat of approximately the same size as the live rat was used as a control. For the 46 head-fixed preparation, the mouse was placed on a plastic running wheel (15.5 cm diameter) and 47 stabilized by the head-plate (World Precision Instruments, Catalogue #503617) with a custom made 48 tethering system. Animals were habituated to the head-fixation setup for 1 hour each day for 2-3 days 49 before experiments began. Physical stimuli (an awake behaving rat, a conspecific BALB/6 male mouse or 50 a toy rat) were each presented inside a small wire mesh cage, which was held by the experimenter in front 51 of the experimental mouse. Auditory stimuli were presented at 85 dB SPL from above the animal. The 52 ultrasound stimulus (USS) consists of repeated 100 ms frequency sweeps from 17-20 kHz, as described 53 previously 4 . A pure tone of 2 kHz was used as a control. Rat urine was collected in-house and kept at 4 o C 54
for up to two weeks. A cotton swab soaked with 100 µl of rat urine or water was presented in front of the 55 experimental mouse. 500 ms looming stimulus was displayed on an overhead screen above the mouse 56 home cage 10 times with 500 ms inter stimulus interval. All stimuli were pseudo-randomized and 57 presented for 10 seconds unless otherwise clarified, with an inter-trial interval of at least five minutes. 58
For microendoscopic imaging, two trials for each stimulus were presented on each of three consecutive 59 days. 60
Optogenetic manipulation. Optogenetic experiments were performed as described in 2 . Animals were 61 briefly anaesthetized by isoflurane to connect the fiberoptic patch cord to the bilateral implanted optic 62 cannula (Doric Lenses). Mice were then allowed to recover for at least 15-20 minutes in their home cage 63 before being transferred to the behavioral testing room. Light for both iC++ and ChR2 activation was 64 delivered via a 473nm laser (Shanghai Laser) controlled by a signal generator (A-M systems, isolated pulse 65 stimulator). Laser intensity was calibrated at the distance of 0.5 mm below the implanted fiber tip. 3 66 minutes continuous light was used for iC++ activation; 10 seconds (20 Hz, 20 ms pulse width) pulse trains 67 was used for ChR2 activation. 68
Home cage rat exposure assay. The mouse home cage was placed into a custom made testing apparatus 69
(35 x 40 x 40 cm), and video of behavior was collected from a side-view camera. After a 6 minute baseline, 70 a predator rat in a cage with a mesh wall (10 x 20 x 35 cm) was placed at one end of the mouse home 71
cage. Ethovision XT software was used to track mouse position and quantify time spent in proximity to 72 the rat. 73
Open field rat exposure assay. The mouse was placed in a plastic open top arena (50 x 50 cm, 30 cm 74 walls), with behavior captured using an overhead mounted camera. Following a 10 minute baseline, a rat 75 held in a cage with a mesh wall was held in close proximity to the mouse for 15 seconds, and then removed. 76
Behavior of the mouse was then recorded for an additional 6 minutes. For behavior quantification, 77
Ethovision tracking data was segmented into 30-second chunks, and percent of time spent in the "edge 78
zone" (within 4cm of arena walls) was quantified. For bar graphs in Fig 1n, we define before rat = average 79 over a window from -1 to 0 min relative to rat presentation, after rat = average from 0-1 min after the rat 80
was removed, and after PS off = average from 3-4 min after rat was removed. Anxiety behaviors for Fig  81  1o were defined as thigmotaxis, immobility, and jumping (escape attempts) and were manually annotated 82 at 30Hz. Pre and post windows correspond to -3 to 0 and 0 to 3 min, respectively, relative to rat 83 presentation. 84 85 Fiber photometry data acquisition and processing. Fiber photometry was performed as described in 5 . 86 Briefly, two LEDs modulated at different frequencies (490 nm and 405 nm, Thorlabs) were used to excite 87
GCaMP6s-expressing neurons via implanted optical fiber. Excitation light at 490 nm activates GCaMP6s in 88 a calcium-dependent manner, while excitation at 405 nm activates GCaMP6s in a calcium-independent 89 manner, thus the 405nm signal can be used to control for bleaching and movement artifacts in the 490nm 90 channel. A photometer (Newport Femtowatt Photoreceiver) received GCaMP6s fluorescent signals, and 91 custom-designed software separated the signals generated by the two LEDs. The output power of both 92
LED was set between 30-50 µW at the fiber tip to obtain an optimal baseline fluorescence without 93
photobleaching. 94
To calculate ΔF/F of the 490nm signal, we normalized it to the 405nm baseline as in 5 . The 405nm signal 95 was scaled to match the amplitude of the 490nm signal using linear regression, and ΔF/F computed as 96 (490nm signal -scaled 405nm signal) / (scaled 405 nm signal). 97
Microendoscopic imaging data acquisition and processing. We used a head-mounted miniaturized 98 microscope (nVista, Inscopix) for calcium imaging. Pilot experiments were done to identify imaging 99 parameters that produced the clearest signal to noise ratio while limiting photobleaching. All mice except 100 one were recorded at 11 Hz with 90.0ms exposure time, 10-20% LED illumination and 1.5 -2.5x gain; the imaged activity. Values in C were averaged across each trial for a given stimulus over three days of imaging, 165
and then averaged across n=5 imaged mice, for all imaging frames from zero to 45 seconds relative to the 166 onset of stimulus presentation (imaging framerate was 11Hz). The mean correlation for lag Δt was 167 computed by averaging C(x,x+Δt) for all x between 0 and 45-Δt seconds. 168
The same calculation was used for simulated data, with correlations computed every 10 simulation 169 timesteps (10ms). To make values comparable to the experimental data, model cell spikes were convolved 170 with a pair of exponential filters with time constants of 0.5 seconds and 1.5 seconds, simulating the 171 kinetics of the GCaMP6s response. 172
Rat/USS Pearson's correlation. The Pearson's correlation between rat and USS responses was computed 173
for each mouse using the trial-averaged response of all neurons on the first day of imaging. Pearson's 174 correlation was computed between the vectors of population activity from 10 seconds before to 30 175 seconds after stimulus onset, sampled at 11Hz (acquisition frequency). 176
For simulated data, the "rat" and "USS" inputs were assumed to be excitatory inputs to a randomly 177 selected fraction of neurons in the model (temporal structure of stimulus and percent of neurons receiving 178 input specified below for each model). Pearson's correlation between these two stimuli was computed 179 across all model cells that fired 10 or more spikes across the two stimuli. GCaMP6s kinetics were simulated 180 as for the stimulus-evoked autocorrelation analysis. 181
Neuropeptide model. For this model we assumed that VMHdm SF1 neuron dynamics were determined 182 entirely by long-lasting peptidergic input, and that there were no recurrent connections between neurons 183
within VMHdm. Given a model population of N = 1000 neurons, we assumed that a random 10% of 184 neurons received peptidergic input for any given stimulus. We next added recurrent connectivity between model units. Connectivity between model units is random 202 and sparse, with p = 10% probability of a synapse forming between any two neurons, and weights of 203 existing synapses sampled from a uniform distribution: ~ (0,1/√ • ). We also defined a gain 204 parameter g that scales the strength of all synapses in the network. 205
To reduce finite-size effects in this model, we modeled recurrent inhibition by a single graded input ℎ 206
representing an inhibitory population that receives equal input from, and provides equal input to, all 207 excitatory units; dynamics of ℎ thus evolve as
, where = 50 ms 208 is the decay time constant of inhibitory currents. 209
Each modeled "stimulus" input to the network was modeled with the same dynamics, with a high initial 210
firing rate that decayed to a much lower sustained firing rate, and dropped to zero ten seconds after 211 function. We used slow = 6 sec for all versions of the pRNN except for the third (black traces in Fig 4) , 238 for which slow = 20 sec ( slow is abbreviated as in Fig 4) .
For simplicity we assumed the synaptic weight matrix J was the same for both fast and slow components 240 of excitation. Membrane potential dynamics in this model are therefore given by = − + 241
. We present three versions of this 242 model in Fig 4: in the "low gain" model, = 1, ℎ = 8.8, slow = 6 sec; in the "high gain" model, = 243 6, ℎ = 7.8, slow = 6 sec; in the "high " model, = 2.5, ℎ = 4.25, slow = 20 sec. Simulation 244 was performed as for the NMDA-RNN model, and as above parameters were fit by fixing the value of g 245 (and slow ) and performing a grid search over values of ℎ to achieve the desired degree of persistence. 246 PRNN + local connectivity. The locally connected version of the pRNN model was created by adding a 247 "distance dependence" on the probability of a pair of neurons forming a synaptic connection. Model 248 neurons were numbered between 1 and N, and for neurons i and j the probability of forming a synapse 249 was defined as ij = 0 −( − ) 2 / , where 0 = 0.1 is the baseline degree of connectivity in the network, 250
and sets the rate at which connectivity falls off with distance (here distance is defined as | − |). We 251 found that broad connectivity was necessary to match the stimulus representation overlap seen in the 252 data; plots in Fig 4 and the illustration of distance-dependent connectivity in ED Fig 9a-b were constructed 253 using = 0.7 . 254
As in the pRNN, each stimulus in the local connectivity model provided input to 50% of model neurons. 255 To match the observed Pearson's correlation of the data, we found that it was necessary for stimulus 256 inputs to reflect the structure of the model network, by targeting separate but still overlapping portions 257
of the band of model neurons. Specifically, we found that the data was well fit when the middle 50% of 258 model neurons in the band could receive input from both rat and USS stimuli, while the outermost 25% 259 could only receive rat or USS input (see ED Fig 9a) . 260 Data similarity score, time-evolving dynamics. We constructed a data similarity score to quantify the 261 degree of similarity between the plotted curves in the Mean Correlation as defined above, which we will call model ( ) for a given model and mouse ( ) 264 for a given mouse. MC is a function of time--thus to quantify the mean similarity between the data and a 265
given model over time, we considered the value of model ( ) and mouse ( ) for all imaging frames 266 (acquired at 11Hz) from 0 to 45 seconds relative to stimulus onset, which we reference using a frame 267 index t = 1…T (so t=1 corresponds to a time of 0sec and t=T corresponds to a time of 45sec). Given these 268 definitions, we define the data similarity score of the model dynamics as: 269
Similarity Score dynamics 270
This can be simply interpreted as akin to the area between the data/model curves for each plot in Fig 4e. 272
Note that the MC for the data here was computed from the USS-evoked neural activity, however MC for 273 other stimuli gave similar results, as we found little difference between the MC for different stimuli. 274
Data similarity score, stimulus specificity. This data similarity score quantifies the degree of similarity 275 between the plotted curves in Fig 4h, ie how much the Pearson's correlation between rat-and USS-evoked 276 activity in each model looked like that observed in the data. We computed the Pearson's correlation (as 277 defined above) for each model and each mouse, which we call model ( ) for a given model and 278 mouse ( ) for a given mouse. We define frames t=1…T as all imaging frames from times 0 to 45 seconds 279 relative to stimulus onset (same as for the similarity score of dynamics). We then define the data similarity 280 score of model stimulus-specific activity as: 281
282
Like the similarity score of the dynamics, this can be interpreted as the area between the data/model 283 curves for each plot in Fig 4h. for ∆F/F activity and the distance from mouse body center to arena center, aligned to rat removal. n = 9. Distance to center is plotted as 30 seconds moving average. g, Decay time measured as the time elapsed to reach 50% of the peak for linearly tted data. n = 9, paired t test. h, Scatter plot of ∆F/F activity and the distance from mouse to arena center with a linear regression tting for 2 example mice. Top, r = 0.958, p < 0.0001; bottom, r = 0.808, p < 0.0001. i, Pearson's correlation coe cient between ∆F/F activity and the distance to center. n = 9. 
